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"Alumni should refrain from hasty judgments
on complex university problems and should avoid
stereotyping entire groups because of the actions of
a few of their members. Alumni should support
improvements of American higher education. They
should not insist that universities remain changeless,
or be surprised if their institutions are not the same
as they were when the alumni were students.
"Constructive cr'i ticism and sustained financial
support from alumni are essential to the vitality
of American colleges and universities. Many of the
nation's universities and colleges are in an
unprecedented financial squeeze. Disagreement with
specific university policies or actions should
not lead alumni to withdraw their general
support from higher education."
From the Scranton Report

Should ROTC What students
be abolished? are wearing today
page 2
page 10

Our references to ROTC in the last two issues of the Alumnus struck a sensitive nerve with several readers and ignited
some vigorous correspondence (See letters to the editor).
Realizing that we underestimated the "heat" of the ROTC issue, we invited the anti-ROTC correspondents to send the
Alumnus a statement giving specific reasons why they felt ROTC did not belong on the campus. Two of them responded.
The Alumnus also offered to give the officers in charge of the ROTC unit at UPS "equal time" to answer the critics with
some reasons why military training does belong on the campus. They declined. However, we compiled a summary of proROTC statements so both sides of the controversy could be presented.
(Curiously, not one man who has been enrolled in the ROTC program at UPS during the past 21 years wrote to defend the
right of the unit to be on the campus.)
ROTC, as most readers know, stands for Reserve Officers Training Corps. It is a military training unit which the university
invited to come on the campus in 1950. It trains students to become officers in the U.S. Air Force. ROTC cadets study military subjects in addition to regular university subjects. Upon graduation, they are commissioned as Air Force officers.
The first two years of ROTC are voluntary and open to all students. Sophomores who pass physical and aptitude tests
are admitted to advanced courses during their junior and senior years, and are commissioned as U.S. Air Force officers
upon graduation.
The Alumnus presents the following "debate" about ROTC, and welcomes additional comments from our readers.
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"ROTC is a shameful tribute to military malignancy"
by Roy A. Wilson '67
I thank you for this opportunity to express my opposition to ROTC programs. I feel an obligation to object
to any institution that contributes to the military-industrial complex which perpetrates grave immoralities,
particularly in Vietnam.
Through her AFROTC program, UPS implements the
military which is guilty of:
Aiding and abetting numerous despotic regimes,
including the Thieu-Ky tyranny, a blatant antithesis to
freedom and democracy.
Genocide, executed under the banner of honor
and patriotism and the guise of defending freedom and
democracy, where in fact it doesn't exist.
Creating a perpetual warfare state (in which 70%
to 80% of the national budget goes to war—past,
present, and future).
By panicing the populace through half-truths and
repression of facts into chauvinism and constant warfever I consider these psychotic actions to be the real
saboteurs of our country. This deceptive abuse of
power and trust has reversed the generous and noble
impulses that are the marrow of this country. This
should not be surprising. This eventuality was warned
against repeatedly by our founding fathers. In 1784
the US Congress couched this statement, "Standing
armies in time of peace are inconsistent with the principles of republican governments and dangerous to the
liberties of a free people." And in 1776, General
George Washington stated, "A large military has ever
been considered dangerous to the liberties of a
country."
Today we are indeed sacrificing our liberties, as
well as our economic health to "defense." And the
AFROTC at UPS is a shameful tributary to this military
malignancy. It is past time that UPS review the principles for which Dr. Thompson so proudly claims UPS
stands. For I doubt that Jesus Christ considered UPS
or America as exceptions when he admonished, "Thou
shalt not kill."
We, the alumni, students, and faculty of UPS must
face up to the fact that, however much one may wish to
camouflage it with course titles, braid, and John
Philip Souza marches, our university is training human
beings to kill other human beings. I repeat—our University is training human beings to kill other human
beings.
One last thing for those who would dismiss our
beliefs as pinko propaganda, I conclude with a statement by Murray D. Lincoln, president, Nationwide
Insurance Company.
"I have had people high up in European and Latin
American affairs tell me that America is as much in
the grip of the military as the Germans and the Japanese before World War II." Perhaps some of the
vigilance we are called upon to direct at suspected
communists, in our midst, could be profitably beamed
in the direction of the military.
"Incredible Moral Blindness"
by Ross Knotts (The father of two former UPS students)
In view of the threat of global nuclear war, the
university today has a heavy responsibility to contribute

actively in numerous ways to efforts to bring lasting
peace to mankind. However, when the military establishment moves onto the campus and becomes an
official part of the university, it puts in jeopardy by its
very presence a basic function of liberal education:
the complete freedom of the university to evaluate and
criticize every aspect of society, including the military.
In my opinion, all other arguments for or against ROTC
pale into insignificance beside this issue.
If we are willing by silence to concede the controlling
power in our nation and ultimately the control of our
lives to the military-industrial complex and the pentagon, then there are many advantages to ROTC. If we
have deep concern about the growing power of the
military-industrial complex, if we are appalled at the
loss of life and the suffering of the innocent in the
Vietnam War, if we are determined that our national
priorities must take new directions, we will be deeply
concerned to insure the freedom of the university to
speak and act, even in opposition to the military.
The University will no doubt say ROTC has in no way
impinged upon its freedom. I assume it hasn't—overtly.
Dissenting viewpoints of many kinds are freely expressed on campus. Nevertheless, the very presence
as part of the University of military establishment is
itself an influence, subtle, continuing, real. In my
judgment, if the University has felt no conflict due to
the military presence on campus, that is evidence of
the incredible moral blindness of the University which
cannot see the inconsistence of an alliance with an
establishment to which a university ought never to be
beholden. ROTC does not belong at UPS.

"Nothing to fear from a voluntary Air Force
ROTC program"
(To present the other side of this issue, here are selected excepts from a report by a UPS faculty senate committee which was formed to review ROTC operations.)
"The purpose of a university is to permit and promote
free inquiry into any area or subject no matter how
unpopular, unstylish, and regardless of any political
and/or religious beliefs.
"Also, although the theoretical argument that peaceful or non-violent behavior can be conditioned, learned
or otherwise be formed is recognized, such has not
yet been the case in human history. That such efforts
should and must be made continually cannot be
questioned. However, until there is a widespread
development of non-violent and peaceable behavior
with concomitant political and social techniques within
our world systems, the realities of our circumstances
in the present and the immediate future are apparent.
As a consequence, there is the recognition of man's
capacity for violence and his use of force to solve
social, religious, economic, and political problems.
"It is suggested that Air Force officers with a liberal
arts background are more likely to reflect and to
represent the cultural heritage and mores of contemporary American society than if all commissioned
officers were the product of the Air Force Academy
or of an equivalent institution. In view of the present
proposal to establish an all voluntary armed force in
this country, the committee suggests that the retention

of ROTC on the campuses of liberal arts colleges may
now be even more desirable than formerly in order to
insure representation in the military service of current
liberal arts college graduates.
"If all that is claimed for the benefits of a liberal
education is reasonably accurate, then, the university
has nothing to fear from the presence of a voluntary Air
Force ROTC program. In fact, if the institution is performing its educational responsibilities adequately
it can expect to have a substantial liberalizing influence on nearly any student currently enrolled in the
ROTC program as well as the general student body.
"It is agreed that it is necessary for future officers
of the military to be exposed to the liberal education
available in the university setting. To this end we feel
it wise to continue the ROTC program at or near the
university.
"Therefore, the ROTC program at UPS should maintain its current accredited standing with the clear
understanding that the following recommendations
(as listed in the Report of the Special Committee on
ROTC to the Secretary of Defense, September 22, 1969
and confirmed by the Report on Results of the Recommendations . . . September 15, 1970) be properly
implemented at the earliest opportunity.
Existing non-military academic departments
should offer the courses necessary to the understanding the role of the military in our society.
Specifically, they should undertake to fashion or
otherwise construct suitable courses to be substituted for those ROTC courses considered to
be academic in nature.
The remaining ROTC subjects should be offered
by the ROTC staff on an activity (or non-academic credit) basis. The ROTC activity program
would include the training techniques of the
military including drill, summer camp, etc.
The federal government must properly and completely fund all institutional costs of the ROTC
program. This would include rental of all office
and activity class room space, secretarial assistance, office supplies, etc.
All appointments to the Air Force ROTC faculty
be made by the Acadmic Dean in a manner
similar to other faculty appointments.
"ROTC - From Riot to Reason"
(To complete this phase of our debate" on ROTC,
here are excerpts from an article in the Air Force Space
Digest by Dr. Edward B. Glick, political science professor at Temple University.)
"If we remember that military officers have been
assigned to civilian college campuses for more than
a century now, we may happily conclude that they
have done a pretty poor job of "Militarizing" the average American student or professor. All few people
have noted this fact during the passion, pain, and
polarization of the Vietnam war debate.
"People who are against ROTC on any campus, in
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any shape or form for any reason whatever, and want
it removed immediately, are especially difficult to
communicate with. They don't listen. For them there
is no middle ground between reform and removal.
Since they see no moral or military need for ROTC,
they also see no need to find facts and explore opinions, to look for and to eliminate weaknesses and
errors on both sides, and to work for a democratic
accommodation between the military and academia. Yet
most of them say they greatly fear a Prussianization or
militarization of American society.
"Now, I hate Satan just as much as the next follow.
However, I am not as sure as others are that I can
recognize him when I see him. And I have always
believed that a bit of passionate advocacy is good for
the soul, good for debate, and even good for scholarship. But when passion subdues fairness and fact, and
when emotion slays reason and logic—as they have
done on many campuses—then honest discussion,
peaceful change, and good policy-making must be the
first casualties.
"It is one thing for someone to say that "I am
against ROTC, and that's that!" Such a position may
appear to others to represent a closed mind, but at
least an honest one. However, it is quite another thing
to use arguments against ROTC that are specious,
weak in logic, and ignorant of facts and consequences.
"Whatever happens on any particular campus or
group of campuses, the fact is that we have needed
more officers than the military academies and OCS
could produce before and during the Vietnam War,
and we shall probably need them after that war even
if our future military posture and commitments are
drastically reduced. The fact is, too, that while some
colleges are moving to banish ROTC, others are
waiting to receive it.
"ROTC will remain in this country for some time,
whatever its form and whatever its name. Do we, then,
want to get all of our college-trained officers from only
certain sections of the country, with only certain kinds
of political and social views, and from only certain
universities that, unjustly or not, do not have the reputation, prestige, and intellectual excellence of the
institutions that have removed or will remove ROTC
from their hallowed halls? Even if it were physically
and economically possible for us to get all of our
officers from the service academies, would we really
want to do so?
"I think not. Instead, like Michael Harrington, the
author of The Other America, that vivid portrait of
poverty in the United States, I worry about the "inborn
and conservative" education of most of our academytrained generals and admirals.
"I hold no brief for the military, whether it is efficient
or not, and I would like to see a world in which it
simply did not exist. But since that happy day is not
exactly imminent, this country should worry a little
more about how it picks the [military] men who hold
the life and death of the planet in their hands."

Critics of University sports programs who lump all student-athletes
in one big category labeled "dumb
jocks" may be interested in a recent
survey of athletic grade point averages at UPS.
The survey showed that 52 of
the 102 student-athletes participating in sports and receiving financial
aid at UPS earned grade point
averages of 3.0 or better last semester. Seven had perfect 4.0 grades.
And the 32 freshmen studentathletes who enrolled at UPS this
year had a 3.06 grade point average
in high school.
Athletes tend to perform academically as well as other men on student aid. A study of all male students
who receive financial aid at UPS
show that 75.7% of the studentathletes in the freshman class had
grades of 2.75 or better. This compared with 73.3% of the non-athletes.
Among the upperclassmen, the
results were similar. The accumulative grade point for athletes shows
67.1% achieving grades of 2.5 or
better, while 63.3% of the nonathletes attained the 2.5 mark.

Why give financial aid to athletes?
At UPS the question could be
phrased just as well by asking "why
not?" Financial aid is administered
through the College Scholarship
Service with financial "need" serving as the criteria for assistance.
Athletes and non-athletes apply
for aid in the same manner. Supporters of the UPS sports program
feel that a student-athlete is entitled
to aid just like a non-athlete. He
should not be deprived of that opportunity because he turns out for
sports.
Presently there are 15 studentathletes at UPS receiving aid who
no longer turn out for their respective sports, but their aid continues.
A study of the 102 student athletes receiving aid shows 25 Business Administration majors, eight in
Political Science, six in Education,
four each in Chemistry, Psychology,
Math and English, three in Sociology, two each in Economics, Physics and Biology, and one each in
Urban Studies, Religion, Art, and
Pre-Med. There are 14 physical
education majors and 19 undecideds.

They were among 990 young men
contacted last year alone by the
various athletic coaches. They were
encouraged to come to UPS and
encouraged to fill out a PCS form
(parents' confidential statement).
Despite the financial aid they receive for attending UPS, the cost
of coming here was higher than the
costs of less-expensive state schools
which were also encouraging them
to attend.
There were 63 other athletes who
came without financial aid. They
were encouraged by the athletic department to attend Puget Sound and
pay as much as $1300 per year
more than it would have cost them
to go to a state school.
Most of those 63 came because
UPS meant something special to
them—athletically and academically.
It is significant to note, however,
that almost every one of those young
men were being sought by other
schools.
The records show they have
achieved good averages in the
classroom while representing UPS
well on the field, in the gym, and
the pool.

THE UPS
FUND
Matching funds
could triple your
1971 Alumni
Fund contribution

by Alumni Director Roy E. Kimbel
Dear Fellow Alum,
Four hundred percent—that's the
increase of your investment by
merely participating in the us
FUND for 1971. Sound impossible?
In today's 'tight market" everyone
knows the value of a dollar. We are
hoping that when your dollar represents four, you will understand
what it means to your Alma Mater.
Our need for financial support is
greater than ever . . . and it is going
to continue to be a focal point for
years to come. Two recent headlines in prominent Northwest newspapers stated "State's private colleges in financial pinch" and "Public, private colleges feeling strain of
higher costs, recession." UPS is
considered one of two privately endowed Northwest colleges not in
current financial danger, but you
don't sit around waiting for a crisis
situation to appear before you do
something about it. Consequently,
your support is needed more than
ever, and we hope that after reviewing the following program you
will see how your gift will mean
more to you and the University of
Puget Sound.
The Collins Challenge
You may recall that the Alton
Collins family of Portland agreed
to match funds donated by UPS
alums who (a) had not given before;
(b) had given in the past but not in
the last year; and (c) had given before but now increased their gift.
We have the Collins Challenge for
the third year. The response was
good in 1969, but it fell off in 1970.
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We only took advantage of $7500
of the monies challenged. When you
see that 500 additional gifts of only
$1 would have given us the full
$10,000, it makes you wonder. We
have the same challenge again this
year. Maybe the Collins people see
us as an easy touch for not meeting
the challenge. Maybe this year we
can do something about it. In essence, "The Challenge" will match
your gift dollar for dollar if you have
never contributed before or if you
did not give in 1970. If you wrote us
a check in 1970 (of which we are
very appreciative) any increase
over that amount will be matched.
It's as easy as it sounds!
$10=your increased contribution over last year
$10=-Collins matching gift
$20=_You've just doubled your
gift
You merely have to write the
check and we take care of the rest.
But, wait! Remember, we are working to increase your investment by
at least 400%.
Company-Employee Matching Gift
You may be aware that many
companies will match their employee's gifts to their Alma Mater, dollar for dollar. This is actually the
same principle as the Collins Challenge. It may be worthwile to check
with your employer to see if they
have such a program. Some of the
national companies that "match"
are Weyerhaeuser, General Electric,
Dow Chemical, Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance, and many other
national and local firms. You merely

have to fill out a company form
and forward it onto the University to
double your money again. Here is
how it looks to you and the University in terms of the investment:
$10=your contribution
$10=Company matching gift
$20=sub-total coming to UPS
$20=Collins matching gift
$40=You've just increased
your gift by 400%
Where in today's finance market
does $10 represent $40? we are
hopeful that you see what your investment in your Alma Mater can
mean.
Corporation Challenges
Still trying to provide incentives
for those of you who are not convinced of the need for your participation this year and in the future,
we have come up with a program
that merely needs your participation. There is money waiting in the
wings merely for the asking if we
can convince national foundations
that we have alumni support for the
University of Puget Sound. Most
foundations base their gifts on the
percentage of participation of the
Alumni Association in fund drives
and service projects. The greatest
year of participation by our Alumni
Association was way back in 1960,
when slightly over ten percent of
you contributed. The national average? Around 35%. Several national
and local companies have consented
to give sizeable gifts to our 1971
fund drive, if we can reach a 35%
participation. Nothing has been said

about the amount of the gift; merely
that you participate.
So, you can see how $1, $5, $10
or more can open the door to thousands for your Alma Mater. One or
more of your classmates will be
contacting you by letter (and possibly by phone) in the near future.
(Note the list of class representatives.) We will have special recognition awards for the top three
classes having the greatest participation. A plaque with the names
of those participating will be hung
for posterity in the Alumni House
and each individual will receive a
certificate signifying the accomp1 ish m ent.
Please read John Gruen's fund
drive letter.
We need your support. Hopefully,
the programs presented, and the
work that went into establishing
them will represent our concern. We
hope you are concerned, too.
Sincerely, Roy
Fund Drive
Class Representatives
1970—Bob and Nancy (Fleenor)
Hunt
1969—Gary Fultz
1968—Dave and Carol (Dahlstrom)
Thomas
1967—George and Libby (Brown)
Abel
1966—Mike Havnaer
1965—Larry Blake
1964—Jim Montgomerie
1963—Beverly (Scott) Davenport
1962—Lowell Magoon, Jeffrey Smith
and Joan (Davies) Rapp
1961—Larry Stenberg
1960—Duane Parker
1959—Tom Names

1958—Dale Wirsing
1957—Russell Barber
1956—Roger Scott
1955—Ramon Payne
1954—Jon Torgerson
1953—Stan Selden
1952—Lon Hoover
1951—Dick Chiarovano
1950—Dick Brown
1949—Jack Knapp
1948—Wade Garland
1947—Mrs. Troy Strong
1946—Ruby (Smith) Burgeson
1945—Doris (Nelson) Anderson
1944—Esther (Mann) Luehrs
1943—Paul Houston
1942—Phil Walesby
1941—Mrs. Nathan Hale (Phyllis
Albert)
1940—Brad and Ruth (Raymond)
Ban non
1939—C. Russell Perkins
1938—George and Helen
(Rosenzweig) Pollock
1937—Emary Piper
1936—Frank Guhr
1935—Katharine (Mann) Shaw
1934—Judge William and Dorothy
(Foxwell) LeVeque
1933—Bob and Elsie (Korpela)
Strobel
1932—Ed Rich
1931—George Tibbits and J. Carl
Eshelman
1930 to founding:
Paul Hanawalt
Helen Pangborn
Elizabeth Shackleford
Mildred (Pollom) Wehmhoff
Henry Ernst
Dear Shareholder:
I am sure we are all familiar with
the standard and much overused
platitudes associated with fund-

raising campaigns. As chairman of
the 1970-71 UPS alumni fund drive,
I have promised myself this approach shall not be used.
Therefore, I would like to discuss
a new and mutually beneficial concept for your review and eventual
support.
During the past few months, a
concentrated effort has been made
to contact corporations and foundations interested in the future welfare of the University. We have submitted these sponsors an invitation
to accept a matching challenge
based solely on one criterion:
If we attain or better our goal of
receiving donations from 35% of
our alumni (the national average of
alumni giving), our sponsors will
match these funds in one of two
ways—through a fixed-dollar amount
or a percentage of the total amount
collected. Previously, the historical
high for the University has been
10% participation.
This is where your assistance is
needed. I would like to ask you to
be counted as a giving alumnus. We
want you to participate in a way
that is comfortable for you.
In the next month, a friend or
classmate of yours will be in contact with you. Hopefully, you will
be able to give in your way so our
sponsors will be able to give in
their way.
Take stock in the future - watch
your dividends grow.
Very truly yours,
G. John Gruen III '66
1971 UPS National
Alumni Fund Drive
Chairman

CAN
THE
PRIVATE
UNIVERSITY
SURVIVE?
Ironically, while state-supported schools are turning
away 10,000 students per
year, there are 10,000
vacancies waiting to be
tilled at UPS and other
private schools in
Washington state.

UPS turned away about fifty applicants who had graduated in the
upper 5% of their high school
classes this year.
Even though the applicants were
highly qualified, they needed financial assistance to attend UPS and
there simply wasn't enough aid
available for every applicant who
needed it.
Many students who are attending
the big state institutions would
rather go to UPS or another smaller
university because of the smaller
classes, closer contact with the faculty, and more opportunity to identify and participate in a smaller
student body. They resist the "dehumanizing" factor often faced on
a huge, crowded campus.

However, financial columnist Sylvia Porter recently noted that the
average cost of sending a student
to a private college for one year
is around $3,000, compared to
$1,500 in a state supported college.
Thousands of students who would
prefer private schools must attend
the state institutions because they
can't afford the extra $1,500.
The result is that some of the
state schools have placed ceilings
on their enrollments, and while private universities are seeking more
students.
Many observers feel that increased
financial aid for private schools is
the only way this inbalance can be
corrected.
There's no doubt that many private schools are on the ragged edge
of financial disaster. One private
university in Washington state, with
physical assets of $26 million, owes
a debt of $11 million and is carrying
an operating deficit of $750,000 per
year.
Another with an asset value of $20
million owes nearly $10 million, and
is nearing a deficit position.
Both of these schools could accept more students if they could
find qualified applicants who could
afford their tuition.
UPS has a total plant asset value
of nearly $16 million and owes about
$4.6 million, which is being paid
off at a rate of $400,000 per year.
The university plans to operate in
the black this year.
However, the long-range picture
will not be bright unless more programs can be developed to subsidize qualified students who want to
come to UPS to enjoy the benefits
of a smaller school.
To get details on the current f inancial aid situation at the university, the Alumnus interviewed Lewis
Dibble, a 1957 graduate who has
been aid manager for the past
twelve years.
Question: What percentage of our
student body is now receiving financial aid?
Answer: A conservative estimate
would be around 35% participating
in all categories of financial aid.
Question: Can you give an estimate of the amount of money issued
in each category?
Answer: Under federal assistance,
National Defense Student Loans for
the 1970-71 academic year amount-

ed to $360,000. Educational Opportunity Grants afforded our students
$101,000 and College Work-Study
$50,000. University funds distributed
were $471,000 for general student
scholarships and $77,000 in loan
money. $101,000 was issued through
federally insured student loans.
In effect then, over $1,160,000 was
given out under the category of
financial aid to our students this
year.
Question: Is increased aid the
biggest need?
Answer: Definitely. We are not in
a position to assist every student
who requests aid even though they
may need it. The parents of every
student requesting aid fill out the
Parents Confidential Statement,
which is sponsored by the College
Board people. The PCS is realistic
in its evaluation of family income
on which we base our financial aid
assistance. However, too many times
the "need" is too great and we
must discourage the individual applicant for his own good. It is not
realistic to ask a young person to
bury himself in debt to such an
extent that he is paying off loans
long after he has graduated.
Question: What is the number of
students now receiving financial
assistance through the University?
Answer: The fall figure was 785.
However, this does not include
those students that we assisted in
acquiring bank loans through the
Federally Insured Loan Program, and
independent scholarships through
the Air Force ROTC Program, Occupational Therapy and United Methodist loans and scholarships.
Question: The Board of Trustees
recently announced a $200 tuition
increase to go into effect in the
fall of 1971. How does this effect
your budget?
Answer: The financial aid budget
must be increased by the percentage that the tuition is increased. For
instance, we had to allow for a
15% increase with the recent tuition rise. With the increase in tuition, some students who filled out
the PCS the year before, but were
"borderline" cases would probably
qualify under the new tuition. Consequently, a realistic figure would
be for a 20% increase in the financial aid budget.
Question: Lew, what's the solution to the problem?

Answer: Somehow, we must find
sources for increased financial aid
to those students who are qualified
for college but can't afford it. One
source is more contributions from
alums and friends of the university.
Another possibility is a state subsidy
to every student. Even a modest
student grant could work as an
incentive to shift students from
public to private institutions.
A proposal for state aid to in-state
students at private colleges and universities in the form of $100 to $300
per student per year has been made
by a group called Washington
Friends for Higher Education. This
assistance, plus increased contributions from friends and alums, could
be a tremendous help.
Dibble concluded: "You realize
the need is real when you see the
students pictured on this page, and
read their statements saying they
wouldn't be at UPS unless they
were receiving financial aid."
The three students on this page
(and 700 others) are at UPS only
because they received financial aid.
They are future teachers. They are
effective "advertisements" for the
university's financial aid program.
Education major Robin Butterfield
will make a contribution to society
by teaching American Indian children after she graduates from UPS.
"I wouldn't be here unless I had
received help," she says. "My experience at UPS was made possible
by financial aid, and it opened up
opportunities I never knew before."
Henry Johnson is a varsity football player with a 2.8 gpa. He will
teach in the low-income area of
either Tacoma or Seattle after his
graduation this spring. "I had a
great need. My family income is
low, and needless to say I couldn't
be at UPS without financial aid."
Henry makes this important point
about the value of scholarship aid
to students: "Without some type of
scholarship subsidy program, UPS
would literally be a "one class"
campus with students from one
economic level. Furnishing assistance to students who need it helps
provide a mix of different races and
different backgrounds—a more hetterogenous campus population."
Sue Marino, a psychology-education major, liked UPS the first time
she came on the campus "because
it was a pretty school, and with a

comparatively small number of students. ""I'm here because I got
financial aid" she says. "The help
I received gave me a freedom of
choice so I could come to UPS,
rather than being "stuck" with some
other school. I'm grateful for the
assistance and I'd be willing to donate my own funds for student
financial aid after I get out on my
own and can afford it."
Of the 700 students on financial
aid at UPS, Lew Dibble estimates
that at least 400 would have to drop
out if aid was not available. Robin,
Henry, and Sue are typical of the
"dividends" which accumulate from
alumni investment in financial assistance.
Robin Butterfield
Education major
"I'll be teaching Indian
children because financial aid
made it possible for me to
come to UPS."

Henry Johnson
Education major
"The university gets a better
mix of students from many
economic backgrounds because of financial aid."
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Sue Marino
Psych o logy-Educa tion major
"I'm grateful for the help I
received, and I hope to help
others when I can afford it."
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CAMPUS
FASHIONS
ARE
NONCONFORMIST
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Newsweek magazine recently
summed up trends in student
campus attire by saying "Students are conforming less and
enjoying it more."

They are casual, informal, and
most of all—individual. No
longr does everybody feel
compelled to dress like everybody else, as the cotton-cordand-saddle-shoe crowds did in
the 1950s.
They are unpredictable in their tastes as these
photos show.

One observer of the student
fashion scene said "Nothing
has to match anymore—they
wear a variety of colors, styles,
and patterns—mixed together
without much thought of
continuity." Fringes, chains,
scarves, overalls, jeans, and
bright colors are "in." The
problem of sitting in class In
short skirts makes many co-eds
more partial to pants.

Male students, wary for signs
of any trend toward the mldlskirt, are pleased to note that
It has not caught on at UPS.
The specialty shops, boutiques
and even salvage or secondhand stores appeal to college
shoppers. Many students buy
imported Items. Leather and
suedes are popular.

Among these "strolling styles"
seen on campus at UPS, our
photogrphers captured the
short and long lengths of skirts
and outerwear, the swinging
bags and pouches, as well
as ponchos, shawls and
pantsuits.

In footwear, we see the boot,
the clog, soft slippers, "Jog ging" shoes and any type of
tennis shoe. And faded or
tie-dyed denims or overalls
are worn for lounging or
dorm-time.
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UPSOOP is

Letters
TO THE EDITOR:

%

Congratulations to you and your
staff on the splendid magazine you
are producing. The Alumnus is a
model of objectivity and a publication of which every UPS alumnus
should be proud.
I always welcome the Alumnus
and consider myself in a position to
accurately evaluate it, having been
editor for more than 10 years of the
alumni magazine of Michigan State
University, which, as you know, is
onc of the large1 suliouls iii Atri'ica. In that position I had ample
opportunity to compare hundreds of
university publications, large and
small. The Alumnus stands high in
the entire field. Keep it coming.
Your unbiased treatment of a host
of controversial subjects is always
refreshing. I enjoy your coverage
of alumni relations, athletics, AF ROTC and all others. Particularly
enjoyable was the mention of Lt.
O'Conner of the Air Force and his
$500 donation to the Symphony
Band. This, of course, is of benefit
to the entire Music Department.
More power to him and to all his
fellows in the Air Force and ROTC.
Also highly refreshing was your
reply in "Letters" (Fall, '70).
With every gnod wish for the continued success of the Alumnus and
of our honored and exemplary UPS.
Cordially,
Steven S. Arnett, '22

am

I
At press time the Loggers were
en route to the National NCAA Basketball Tournament in Evansville,
Indiana. Charles Lowery (Number
23) and Ed Huston (40) became the
all-time UPS scoring stars this season, both breaking Jake Maberry's
career record in the same game.
Maberry set the mark in 1953.
Coach Don Zech's cagers have
brought national rankings to UPS
for the third straight year, winning
68 of 79 games played prior to the
season finale with Seattle University
and the NCAA regional affair. The
Alumnus salutes the highly-successful Logger basketball program.
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(This letter from qraduate Roy
Wilson and the reply from editor
Don Jaenicke appeared in last October's issue of the Alumnus.)
Dear Sir:
Until the "Alumnus Magazine" of
my ostrich-like alma mater can find
something better to fill its pages
with than a peripheral article on
student dissent and a sadly large
amount of space on the AFROTC
graduates who are taking part in
the immoralities in Indo-China, you

can keep my copy of your valueless
magazine.
Personally, I feel intense disgust
and humiliation in the photographs
of these "heros" and the accounts
of their napalm, saturation-bombings!
If UPS continues to train, support, and produce these paid killers,
that's its own choice—and self-condemnation. But I don't want to be
confronted and shamed by your
idolatry of these men every month.
Sincerely,
Roy A. Wilson
Bachelor of Music, '67
105 Riverside Drive 5F
New York, N.Y. 10024
Editor's Note:
Hope you don't mind that we
deleted the four-letter word from
your letter, Mr. Wilson. You apparently feel that only courses which
meet your approval should be offered at UPS. Nobody likes the
Vietnam war, but the Alumnus feels
that ROTC has as much right on
the UPS campus as the music department which trained you.
D. Jaenicke
(This excange of viewpoints
brought in these additional antiROTC letters:)
Dear Sir:
I think that your personal reprimand of a letter written by Roy A.
Wilson was not proper. In the first
place his letter was a complaint
about the publicity that the Alumnus
saw fit to give the AFROTC unit on
campus and abroad, not their actual
presence on the UPS campus. He
felt your presentation full of pride
and conceit. Maybe being a musician he is offended by, as he puts
it not too nicely, the idolatry shown
these men engaged in aggressive
action.
We should be ashamed instead of
prideful. He probably feels the idolatry should belong to the artists,
writers, musicians and politicians.
It was nice to note that you covered
that phase of alumnae activity in
the latest issue of the ALUMNUS
very well. As for four letter words,
hadn't you heard? They're coming
back, especially in the field of
poetry.
Sincerely,
Nina Westlin (Mrs. J. D.) '53
4106 North Huson
Tacoma, Washington 98407

Dear Sir:
Thank you for publishing my letter
to you. The response has been most
gratifying and uplifting: eleven letters supporting my position and only
one letter of objection. I never suspected peace would have so many
supporters from that "Gothic-Tudor
shell."
I do not object to your deletion of
the four letter word I used. It was
meant to emphasize the blatant hypocrisy of Christus Fundamen turn.
But you exemplified that hypocrisy
much better than I could have ever
pointed it out, by your finding a
colloquialism immoral but the training of human beings to kill other
human beings entirely embraceable
—and eminently moral.
Incidentally, how many deaths
can you attribute to the music department's being on campus?
Peace,
Roy A. Wilson
1045 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10021
October 28, 1970
Dear Sir:
If "nobody likes the Vietnam war"
then why are we fighting it? Why
indeed does UPS continue to train
men to kill Asians ("Serving Our
Country") in that Asian war? Why,
because "ROTC has as much right
on the UPS campus as the music
department." Any other program
would also have equal right to the
college name and facilities, given
the necessary funding of course: a
Business course on Economic Exploitation of Minority Groups, an
Institute for Bacteriological Weapons Development including an extensive program of experimentation
on Federal prisoners, a Department
of Beer and Brewing (well, maybe
not: beer is immoral).
Are you puzzled that some UPS
graduates are ashamed of their alma
mater? The generally adolescent
level of the alumni magazine and its
editor's casual and arrogant dismissal of Mr. Wilson's earnest letter

suggest an ethical and intellectual
decay lying beneath that GothicTudor shell.
I agree with your decision to protect the alumni from Mr. Wilson's
four-letter word. Most of them would
be shocked at its existence.
Sincerely,
Robert Hamlin, '66
43 Lebanon Street
Hanover, N.H. 03755
Dear Sir:
I write to you as the father of two
former students of UPS, one of
whom is an alumnus. I wish to respond to your response to Roy Wilson's letter, specifically to your
comment
The Alumnus feels
that ROTC has as much right on
the UPS campus as the music department which trained you." That
statement is typical of the colossal
moral insensitivity of university
policy makers that is causing deep
concern and justified unrest on the
part of many of our finest young
people. Educationally, military training and music simply are not
equally valid components of a liberal education. Music belongs. Military training does not. Morally, any
independent university ought to be
independent of the military establishment and completely free to
pass judgment upon it. Your statement underlines the incredible moral
blindness of many university adminstrati on s.
Sincerely yours,
Ross Knotts
Associate, First United
Methodist Church
Medford, Oregon
.....

For a further review of this controversy, see the article "Should
ROTC be abolished?' on page 2
of this issue.
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Alumni Salutc

ichard
Koehler
If every alum 'recruited" as many
good students for UPS as Dick
Koehler has sent here in the past
twelve years:
—There would be more applicants than openings for enrollment in the freshman class.
—As a result, tuition and board
and room costs might be lower.
—The increased income could
make it possible to raise faculty
salaries and provide more financial aid to qualified students.
Dick (H. Richard Koehler) graduated from UPS in 1959, and has
been head of the music department
at Seattle's Franklin High School
for the past nine years. About 40
students have come to UPS in the
past decade because they heard
about the university from Dick. One
of these is Tom Leavitt, the current
UPS student body president.
Koehler's philosophy of "recruitment" is simple:
"It's my way of thanking the
school for all they did for me. It
was a privilege to attend the university, and I think every alum should
be unselfish enough to share UPS
by telling good prospective students
about it."
Dick's efforts on behalf of the
university are a testimonial to the
value of the Adelphian Concert
Choir. He was first attracted to
UPS by hearing the Adelphians
when they were on tour. As soon as
he heard them, he says, "I decided
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(right) with a group of Franklin High School studc

UPS was where I wanted to go."
Later, as a senior, he was president
of the Adeiphians.
Dick arrived at UPS in 1957 after
he had attended Whitman for two
years and served in the army for
another two years. He met university president Dr. R. Franklin Thompson, Dr. Bruce Rodgers, and Margaret Myles.
"Dr. Thompson asked me why I
was in college. Nobody had ever
asked me that before," he says. He
was impressed with the UPS people
he met, and with the look of the
campus.
"Today, I know if I can get a
prospective student to visit the campus, they will be 'sold' on the
school," he says.
Koehler says that many of today's
high school seniors face the prospect of college with apathy and
indifference, especially if they plan
to enroll at the University of Washington or some other large state
school. "However, most of them
aren't indifferent when they come
back after visiting UPS - they're
excited," he reports.
Puget Sound gives a student more
individual attention than a larger
school, and this pays off in a higher
quality program, according to KoehI e r.
In discussing the choice of a
university with a high school junior
or senior, Dick suggests that they
select three universities which appeal to them (he recommends that
UPS be one of the choices). He
asks them to review the catalog and

see how many teachers have their
masters and doctorates. Then, he
suggests that they visit the campuses.
"Some students can drop out of
sight in a big state school which
is like a 'factory,' " he says. "This
doesn't usually happen at UPS."
Koehler says that today's student
is serious and businesslike in his
approach to college selection, and
is unimpressed by superficial admissions people or the "ra-ra" approach. "They are most influenced
by their parents and teachers, rather
than other students," he says. Financial Aid Director Lew Dibble is
an excellent "salesman" for the university, he adds.
Although he doesn't have a
chance to visit the campus often,
Dick touches base frequently with
Bruce Rodgers, Lew Dibble, and
other university officials.
"I appreciate the fact that Dr.
Thompson, Dr. Rodgers, Margaret
Myles, and many others took an
interest in me at UPS," Koehier
says.
"I feel that sending good students
to the university is even more important than making financial contributions to the school."

Alumni

Dean Richard D. Smith, '36,
Vice-President of the University
of Puget Sound has recently
begun a two-year term as a
member of the Commerce and
Economic Development Advisory Council for Washington
State.
Dean Smith was appointed
by Governor Evans and has
already attended meetings in
Olympia in this new capacity.
Appointments: newest members of Board of Trustees as
of January 1971 Mr. Albert E. Cowles - Executive Secretary of the Washington State Board Against
Discrimination, Member of the
Seattle School Board.
Mr. Liewelyn Pritchard Seattle attorney, outstanding
Methodist Chancellor to the
Bishop, graduate of Drew.
Mr. Nat S. Penrose - Manager of Pacific Avenue Branch
of the Peoples National Bank
of Washington, Tacoma; sonin-law of William M. Allen of
Boeing; graduate of Whitman.

THIS
The Lester Wehmhoffs celebrated their golden wedding
anniversity in June, 1970 with
all of their three children and
12 grandchildren present. Mrs.
Wehmhoff (MILDRED POL-

LOM) is a member of the
Class of '18; their son, George,
of '49; Merle, '48; and Ralph,
'51.
The Wehmhoffs also shared
50 years of memories with a
group of alums who gathered
after the Homecoming festivities last fall. In the group were
Mrs. Ruth Hallin Wahlquist, '18,
then of Wesley Gardens; Dr.
Ernest Clay, '21, and Mrs. Clay,
(Mabel Amende) '20, of Paradise, Calif.; Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Lutz, '20, of Bellingham; Miss
Charlene TuelI, '20, Seattle;
Mrs. Nan Tuell Griffiths, '24,
Seattle.

Twenties
RONALD M. BOYLES, '28, retired Dec. 1 as assistant superintendent and chief eingineer
for Tacoma City Light, a position he held since 1968.
FRANCES MARTIN JOHNSON, '29, is author of a newly
published book of original
poems, 'From Heaven to Earth,
From Earth to Heaven."
FRANK WILSON, '29, has
been in San Francisco since
1967 as regional director of
the Central Pacific Area for
Boys' Clubs of America.
DR. ROBERT B. BURROWS,
'28, writes that he and his wife

are grandparents to a son who
was born to their son-in-law
and daughter, Dr. and Mrs.
David Ruffner (Elizabeth Burrows) who live in Durham, N.C.,
where Dr. Ruffner is in residence in psychiatry.
EARLE MACKEY, '22, has
been elevated to chairman of
the board of Washington Stove
Works, Inc., a pioneer Everett
firm. His son, Ralph, '54, is a
noted mountain climber and
sales manager of the company.

THIITIEt
RALPH BREAR and his wife,
the former ELOISE SANDERS,
both '30, are living at 71 Green
Val Ests., Suisun City, Calif.,
94585. He retired in 1969 as
supervisory customs inspector,
headquarters at Travis Air
Force Base. He had been in
government service for 35 year
including service in the Navy
during WWII.
PROF. WILMOTT RAGSDALE, '33, is on loan from the
University of Wisconsin to
American University in Cairo.
He spent the first half of the
summer in Russia and the
Balkans with his family, then
set off on a lecture tour of
Pakistan and India and a hike
over Khyber Pass.

EDITH HARLOW HEALD, '33,
is teaching special education
at llwaco, Wash., high school.
She and her husband, Thomas
W. Heald, moved in 1969 from
San Francisco to Long Beach,
Wash., where he is pastor of
Ocean Beach United Presbyterian Church.
COL. RICHARD B. LINK, '34,
left in November for three
years' duty as an Army hospital administrator in Vietnam
on an American Medical Association program. He served in
Vietnam three years ago.
Mrs. Bernard A. Gay (JUNE
LARSEN), '36, is president of
the Tacoma Business and Professional Women's Club.
CHARLES B. ZITTEL, '36,
former police chief of Tacoma,
has been appointed assistant
secretary of Washington State's
Law Enforcement Officers'
Training Commission.
DAYTON E. FINNIGAN, '36,
has been elected a director
of the American Institute of

Remember to make it to the
WOMEN'S COLLEGE
LEAGUE FLEA MARKET'
SALE Saturday, March 27
from 10 a.m.-8 p.m. in
the UPS Fieldhouse.
Shop in Grandma's AtticBoutique Items—Bake
Shop. Proceeds Benefit
UPS - Mrs. Cliff Whitaker,
Chairman.
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Steel Construction. He is president of National Blower and
Sheet Metal Co., Tacoma.
GORDON TUELL, '38, is the
newly appointed manager of
KWSU Radio and TV services
at Washington State University.
Most recently he served as
production manager and acting
general manager of the Hawaiian Educational TV network
at the University of Hawaii.

FORTIES
DR. DEWANE LAMKA, '40, is
president of the Northwest
Association for School, College
and University Staffing.
DR. RONALD RAU, '41, is
now associate director of
Brookhaven National Laboratories at Upton, N.Y.
THOMAS ARTHUR STURM,
'44, is Chief of the General
History Branch, Office of Air
Force History at Hq. USAF.
He is author of an article,
published in September, '70,
of the Air Force and Space
Digest Magazine, titled, "Organizational Evolution."
ALICE CROSS BARNARD,
'47, of Cobleskill, N.Y., earned
a master's degree last June
from Union College at Schen-

ectady, N.Y.
DR. ROBERT BRAINARD
PEARSALL, '48, has returned
to the University of Nevada at
Las Vegas after lecturing at
the Recontres Culturale Internationale at Crans-sur-Sierre,
Switzerland. He also will lecture at Cambridge, England,
and Venice, Italy, during the
coming year. His fifth book,
"Frank Harris" was recently
published; a sixth, "Rohirt
Browning" is on the press; and
he now is working on a threevolume biography of Browning,
expecting the work to take
about seven years.
LEONARD SAWYER, '48,
Democrat to the Washington
state legislature from Pierce
County, is minority leader in
the house: he squares off with
THOMAS SWAYZE, '53, Republican, of Pierce County,
who is Speaker of the House
and titular head of the majority. Sawyer has been in the
legislature for 16 years. Len's
a lawyer in Puyallup.
DR. TROY M. STRONG, '48,
minister of Mason Methodist
Church Tacoma, is leading a
travel study seminar to the
Far East in January under the
auspices of the Methodist Educational Foundation of the
Northwest.
JOHN RAFTO, '48, lives near
Makaha Beach, Hawafl, work-

Adeiphian Concert Choir Tour Itinerary - 1971
Saturday, March 20, Wenatchee, Washington, First United
Methodist Church, 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, March 21, Wenatchee, Washington First United
Methodist Church 9:30 & 11:00 a.m.
Sunday, March 21, Mount Vernon, Washington, First United
Methodist Church 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, March 24, Portland, Oregon, Trinity United
Methodist Church, 8:00 p.m.
Thursday, March 25, Roseburg, Oregon, First United Methodist
Church, 8:00 p.m.
Friday, March 26, Oroville, California, First United Methodist
Church, 8:00 p.m.
Sunday, March 28, Lawndale, California (Los Angeles area),
El Camino College Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.
Tuesday, March 30, Pomona, California, Trinity United
Methodist Church of Laguna Hills, 6:30 p.m.
Thursday, April 1, San Fernando, California, First United
Methodist Church of San Fernando, 8:00 p.m.
Friday, April 2, Oakland, California, Taylor Memorial United
Methodist Church 8:00 p.m.
Sunday, April 4, Concord, California, Concord United Methodist
Church 8:00 p.m.
Monday, April 5, Woodland, California, United Methodist
Church, 8:00 p.m.
Tuesday, April 6, Marysville, California, First United Methodist
Church 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, April 7, Grants Pass, Oregon, Newman United
Methodist Church, 8:00 p.m.
Thursday, April 8, Aberdeen, Washington, First United
Methodist Church, 8:15 p.m.
Friday, April 16, Tacoma, Washington, First United Methodist
Church, 8:15 p.m.
Sunday, April 18, Seattle, Washington, First United Methodist
Church, 8:00 p.m.
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ing for the finance department
of Civil Service. The JACK
FABULICHES, '51, and RICHARD CHIAROVANOS, '51, visited him at Christmas time.
The J. D. ELLIOTTS, '49, are
celebrating their 50th wedding
anniversary. He is now on the
staff of Perkins School of Religion, Southern Methodist University, in Dallas, Texas.

Fiftis
HAROLD W. DRANE, '50, has
been appointed assistant professor and associate chairman
of the Department of Psychiatry at East Lansing, Mich.
DR. HAROLD P. SIMONSON,
is professor of English at
the University of Washington.
CHARLES E. JORGENSON,
is district traffic manager
for Pacific Northwest Bell.
JACK TANNER, 51, Tacoma
attorney, is president of the
Tacoma branch of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
MARTIN LOUGEE, '51, is
controller of Lifetime Federal
Savings and Loan Association.
He formerly was timberland
management accountant for
Weyerhaeuser.
DEXTER SILVER, '51, is
chairman of the board of the
newly instituted Western Community Bank. Other alumni who
are directors are Arthur B.
Comfort, Jr., '37; Robert D.
Lundberg, '50; Wally Potucek,
'37; Ingwald Thompson, '50;
and Stanley Langlow, '50.
DR. WILLIAM E. MORTON,
is full professor of public
health and preventive medicine
at the University of Oregon
School of Medicine.
CHARLES F. MORRISON,,
JR., '53, is senior scientist with
University Instruments Corp. in
Boulder, Cob.
H. DUANE HAGEN, '54, has
moved to Alexandria, Minn.,
where he is advertising/sales
manager of the Lake Region
Newspaper. He may be reached
at a new address: Rte. 4,
McKay Ave., Alexandria, 56308.
JOHN A. TRAVIS, '54, is
teaching remedial reading for
high school at Sacramento
County Boys Ranch.
JACK R. McCLARY, '54,
sends a change of address.
1313 Elm St., Crossett, Ark.,
71635. He has taken a position
with the Georgia-Pacific Corp.
as area manager of chemicals
for the Crossett Division of
G-P.
DR. DAVID WILHYDE, '56,

has joined the pathology staff
of St. Joseph's Hospital, Tacoma.
HUGH M. WILL, '52, is construction engineer for State
Highway District 1, based in
Seattle.
RICHARD V. LACK, '58, assistant controller for United
Pacific Insurance of Tacoma,
has completed the final examination of Charter Property
Casualty Underwriters and is
now entitled to use the CPCU
designation.
FRED BJORKMAN, '58, is a
sales representative for the
sporting goods division of Converse Rubber Company. He
and his family live at 20 Van
Ripper Lane, Orinda, Calif.
SHELDON R. GERARDEN,
'58, began new duties with the
Greater Waterbury Chamber
of Commerce in Waterbury,
Conn. Since Aug. 1, he has
been the chamber's division
manager in the areas of education and public safety. His
most recent post was the ministry of the Aldersgate United
Methodist Church in Rockford,
Ill. "Although, in one sense,
I'm leaving the structure of the
institutional church," he writes,
"I see my new position as a
'worker-Priest' type of ministry."
MRS. STUART HIGHET (Suzanne Bennett,) '59, writes
from Omaha, Neb., that she
and her husband (he's class of
'62) are in that city while he
is participating in a fellowship
program leading to a master's
degree in guidance and counseling at the University of Nebraska. He is on leave from
Tacoma Public Schools. They
are living at 5046 So. Parkway,
No. 1957, Omaha, 68127.
MAJ. and MRS. DON J.
DERITUS (RUTH J. BROWN),
'59 and '58, look forward to a
visit in summer of 1971 in Tacoma. They returned in August
from two years' duty in Kinshasa, the Congo, to be stationed at Scott AFB, Ill. They
have three children: Kim, 12;
Keith, 10, and Kevin, who was
born in the Congo.
Also to return this summer
are MR. and MRS. JOHN ARMOUR, '59. He is with the
American International Schools
in Lagos, Nigeria.
RICHARD L. SHORTEN, '57,
and family are settled in Wyekoff, N.J. and he commutes to
New York City as vice president of Cegmark International,
Inc., a general management
consulting firm principally for
European clients who sell
products in the U.S.
RONALD L. USHER, '57, is
manager of the newly unified

city and borough of Juneau.
He began his new work last
autumn after five years as city
manager in Corte Madera,
Calif.
Multi-hues and different watercolor subjects filled the
entrance bookcases and walls
of Tenzler Memorial Library in
January. The two-man show
was the work of Mr. and Mrs.
ROBERT E. (JUDGE) SIMONS,
'50, (Geology major) who began painting in 1963. Both are
members of Oregon art groups
and they reside at 1385 Goodpasture Island Road, Eugene,
Ore. 97401.

LIdES
MRS. ED BEVERLY (KAREN
KASSELMAN), '61, is serving
a second term as secretarytreasurer of National Spurs.
She and her husband, '67, are
presently the co-staff directors
of a co-educational dormitory
at the University of Nevada at
Reno.
MR. AND MRS. RICHARD
KINNAMAN, both '61, are in
Rochester, N.Y., where he has
received a grant from the National Science Foundation for
an academic year institute in
earth science to be conducted
at the University of Rochester.
He has a leave of absence
from Tacoma Public Schools.
THOMAS FRANCE, '61, began in December a new position as regional supervisor of
Washington State Parks Region Ill, eastern Washington.
Headquarters are in Wenatchee.
CHARLES COMEAU, '61, has
recently taken a position as
assistant manager at the Outrigger in Honolulu, Hawaii.
CHARLES O'LEARY, '52, manager of the Reef in Honolulu,
and Chuck Comeau, were most
gracious hosts to Dr. Thompson, Vice-President Richard
Dale Smith and Alumni Director
Roy Kimbel recently when the
administrators were in the Islands for development work
and contact with prospective
students. An alumni gathering
of 40 graduates was held at
the Reef.
GERALD AND JEAN RAPP,
both '62, were recent delegates
to the National Congregational
convention near Boston. En
route, they visited ALAN
SCHLANK, '62, in Washington,
D.C., and WILLIAM WHINERY
III, '60, and his wife in New
York City.
MRS. RICHARD SERIVANE

BARBARA J. SMITH), '62,
was selected in North Dakota
for the Outstanding Young
Women of America, Inc. honor.
She was chosen for her work
with the Grand Forks, N.D.,
AAUW. Her husband is a captain with the Air Force and
they are now stationed in Tucson, Ariz.
MRS. DAVID HANDY (VIRGINIA MARR) '63, was married in December, 1969, to
Capt. Norman J. Roolf Jr., and
the couple are now stationed
at Ft. Gulick in Colon, Panama, the Atlantic side of the
Isthmus. She writes that advance Spanish classes, Red
Cross work and art keep her
busy.
BILL HANSEN '63, is head
basketball coach at Lakes High
School, Tacoma.
JERRY J. YOUNG '63, is assistant cashier of the Tigard
branch of the First National
Bank of Oregon. He's been
elected president of the Lake
Oswege Community Theater.
R. WILLIAM MATHIS '64,
has taken a position with the
Napa, Calif. Community Health
Center as a senior psychologist. He received a doctor of
philosophy degree in August
from the University of North
Dakota.
MRS. CARL LYNEIS (SUSAN L. GIBSON) '64, writes
from 2815 Starr Road, Palm
Springs, Calif., that she is
working full-time" as mother
to Craig, 3, and Tracy Elaine,
nearly 2. Her husband is head
of the high school physical
education department in Palm
Springs.
RICHARD HURST, '64, is a
pilot with United Airlines.
JAMES MULLER, '64, is employed by Consolidated Millinery, Seattle.
REBECCA COREY, '64, is
teaching 4th grade in Winthrop, Wash. Letters may be
sent to P.O. Box 365, Winthrop, 98862.
RALPH JONES, '64, is assistant cashier in the Consumer Credit Department of the
Puget Sound National Bank,
Tacoma.
STEVE MADDOCKS, '65, is
employed by Frederick and
Nelson, Seattle.
SAXON W. RAWLINGS, '65,
and his wife, JEAN ARGERWashington, D.C., where he is
doing editorial work for the
Census Bureau and pursuing
an acting and writing career.
Jean is interning as medical
technologist and looks forward
to a degree this spring.
AL PETRICH, '65, has been
appointed pension consultant
for the firm of Marsh and Mc-

Lennan for San Francisco and
Northern California.
JAMES HALL, '65, is teacher, computer programmer at
Stanislaus State College, Turlock, Calif. His wife is the
former JO PIERSON, '66, and
their address is 1111 Alpha
Rd., Turlock 95380.
ROBERT REESE, '65, is associated with the geology department of Arizona State
University at Tempe, Ariz.
while working for his masters
degree.
JAMES W. RANDALL, '65,
has completed his first season
as new head varsity football
coach at Mission San Jose
High School, after two years
as line coach at Fremont,
Calif. His address is 41981
Pasco Padee, Fremont 94538.
ROSEMARY KITAOKA, '66,
received her master's degree
in O.T. from Western Michigan
University as an orientation
and mobility specialist.
HAROLD LeROY GROVER,
'66, received a master's degree in July from the American
University at Washington D.C.
DR. JOHN C. PIERCE, '65,
and his wife, ARDITH OLDRIDGE, '66, are living in Washington, D.C. He has been
awarded a Congressional fellowship by the American Political Science Association,
after two years spent as assistant professor of political Science at Tulane University. He
is on leave from Tulane. Ardith
has just completed a master's
degree on Early Childhood
Education at Tulane.
PAUL NAMKOONG, '66, has
been named front office manager for the downtown Seattle
Hilton Hotel.
The FRED ADAM KIRSCHES
(NEENA RIEDER), '66, announce the birth of a son,
Adam Jr., in October.
DR. AND MRS. ANDREW Y.
MAEDA (JANICE OGATA) both
'66, are parents of a daughter,
Julienne Kumiko Maeda, born
in November.
GAIL YOUNG BRANDON,
'66, writes they have a new
baby, Heidi Kaila (Gail in
Hawaiian) born in August.
SAM BAKER, '66, has retired
after 15 years in the National
Football League, drawing a
release from the Philadelphia
Eagles just before the start of
the 1970 season.
ROBERT D. SMITH, '66,
writes his address is 5500 So.
Shore Drive, Chicago, 60637.
He is supervisor of program
planning at the Chicago and
North Western Railway, earning an MBA degree in 1968
from Wharton School of Finance and Commerce in Phil-

adelphia.
KENNETH WHITE, '66, employed by Chase Manhattan
Bank, is responsible for the
building and opening of a
branch bank in June 1971, in
Montserrat, British West Indies.
His bride, ANNE OSBORNE,,
'70, ecstatically writes of a
new home in Plymouth, where
their friends are invited to
drop by for deep sea fishing,
skin diving, sailing and good
local rum. She writes that
Montserrat is considered to be
one of the most beautiful islands in the Caribbean. It is a
British Crown Colony in the
Leeward Islands. Until May 1,
write them at Chase Manhattan Bank, Box 1242, Charlotte
Amalie, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands; after May 1, write to
them at Chase Manhattan Bank,
Plymouth, Montserrat, West
Indies.
WILHELM SCHWEITZER '67,
is in engineering school at
Brookings, So. Dak. His wife,
AILEEN McCLURG, '68, writes
their address is Hawrysh Apt.
33-B, RFD 2, Brookings, 57006.
She is a librarian in technical
services at the So. Dak. State
University. Both recently enjoyed a trip to Germany. Their
son, Karl, will be a year old
in March.
VAL AND MARJIE (MILLER)
BRUSTAD, '66, are parents of
a son, Marek Miller, born in
August at the NAS Dispensary,
Albany, Ga.
Two at Harvard University
last June were DENNIS BAKKE,
'68 who received a master's
degree from Harvard School
of Business; and THOMAS G.
GEMAN, 68, who received a
bachelor's degree from Harvard Divinity School.
Although ROBERT L. BUTTERWORTH'S '68 mailing address is 30 Hillandale Rd.,
Ashburnham, Mass. 01430, he
is working on his Ph.D. at the
University of California in
Berkeley.
The REV. RAYMOND R.
FIFE, 68, is in his third year
at the Theological School at
Claremont, Calif.
MIKE OSHEROFF, '68, is an
accountant at ITT Rayonier.
ROBERT P. SANDBERG, 68,
is working on a master's degree in pharmacology at the
University of Hawaii. He lives
in Laie at 55-479 Naniloa
Loop with his wife, MARIE E.
BELFRAGE, 68, and their two
children, Dale Preston and
Jeanne Marie.
DENNIS BAKKE, 68, is a
management analyst for the
deputy undersecretary of the
U. S. Department of Health
Education and Welfare in
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Washington, D. C.
SHARON ANN JAKOBSON
is living at 827 Humbolt, San
Mateo, Calif. 94401, where she
is a stewardess for Western
Airlines and a substitute
teacher.
CLARENCE WHEELER, 68,
is personnel specialist for the
Forest Service, headquarters
in Seattle. He and his wife are
parents of a daughter, Edika
Denise, born in November.
LOWELL GLEN DAUN, 69,
is a freshman at the University
of Pacific Dental School in
San Francisco, and will get a
dental degree in 1974. He and
his wife, the former DOROTHY DOOLEY, 69, live at
1281 21st Ave., San Francisco
94122.
SHIRLEY STELLA, '69, is
following a VISTA career in
Baton Rouge La.
KIT McCARTHY, 69, is
teaching Spanish at Cedar
Heights, South Kitsap.
RICHARD ZIELINSKI, '69, is
living in Bellevue while studying in graduate school in
business administration at the
University of Washington.
LINDA LORD COMPERE, 69,
is a hospital-homebound teacher with the Washtenaw School
District, and is living in Ann
Arbor, Mich. She received a
master's degree in the field of
special education of emotionally disturbed from the University of Michigan.
STEN THOMAS BERG, '69,
has completed a 14-week
training course with the U. S.
Executive Protective Service
at the Secret Training Center
in Washington, D. C. This
service, established in March,
1970, expands the responsibilities and size of what was
formerly the White House Police.
WAYNE MOHN, '69, is employed by Penney's, Olympia;
his wife, KATHLEEN COSGRIFFE, '69, teaches in Parkland, where they reside. They
are parents of a son, Brady,
born in August with, his dad
reports, 'good pass-receiving
hands."
CARL SPIEKERMAN, '66, has
been promoted to vice president of Levitt United MultiHousing Corp., at Federal
Way.
GREG LUEHRS, '69, is in
the optometry school at Pacific University at Forest
Grove. He received the 'most
valuable player" award following intramural basketball
tournament.
DR. GEORGE J. GROBINS,
'65, and his wife, of Gig Harbor, announce the December
birth of a son. Peter Howard.
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DR. ROBERT E. GIBBS,
'63, who took a Ph.D. in
physics in '69 from the University of Washington, is
teaching at Eastern State College at Cheney where his address is 1403 3rd St., Cheney
98004. He and his wife, Meta,
have a daughter, Sarah Margaretha, born in October.
The M. D. McKINNONS, '69,
have a new address, Rte. 15,
Box 557, Olympia, and a baby,
who was a year old in December. Mike is editor of the
company magazine for the
Olympia Brewing Co.
THOMAS E. WOLFE, '65, and
his wife, LYNN LOOMIS, '66,
are parents of a second
daughter, Jolie Suzanne, born
in November.

eyeMiei
BOB HUNT, 70, is head
coach at Orting High School.
RICK STOCKSIAD, '70, is
a traveling field secretary for
Phi Delta Theta.
THEODORE GROVES, '70,
is studying psychology at the
University of Illinois.
RON NESS, '70, is a law
school at the University of
Montana, where his address is
907 Rimini Court, Missoula,
Mont. 59801.
WILLIAM A. (BILL) MILLER,
'70, is the first male 1st grade
teacher in the Tacoma Public
Schools.

P

Serving
Our Country

The family of USAF CAPT.
LARRY D. WRITER, '63, a
prisoner of war in Hanoi, are
grateful for letters they have
received from him. His wife
and two daughters live in
Olympia.
USAF MAJ. JACK H. SANDSTROM, '54, is assigned to
the 87th Fighter Interceptor
Squadron, at Duluth International Airport, Minn.
AF MAJ. WILLARD A.
CROUCH JR., '55, stationed
with the 58th Weather Reconaissance Squadron at Kirkland AFB, N. M., has been
recognized for helping his unit
earn the Military Airlift Command's flying safety award for
three years of accident-free
flying.
AF MAJ. ROBERT J.
HOUGH, '56, has received the

Distinguished Flying Cross
and the AF Commendation
Medal at Castle AFB, Calif.
AF MAJ. CRAIG D. SHAW,
'59, has received his second
award of the AF Commendation Medal. He is now assigned at Kincholoe AFB,
Mich., as commander of Detachment 10 of the 4th Weather Wing.
AF MAJ. DON J. DERITIS,
has been decorated with
the U. S. Joint Service Commendation Medal at Scott
AFB, III.
AF MAJ. (DR.) CLAUDE McFARLANE, '59, is director of
base medical services at the
31st USAF Dispensary, at Tuy
Hoa AB, Vietnam.
AF MAJ. ROBERT W. SMITH,
is commander of Detachment 24, 6th Weather Wing, at
Holloman AB, N. M. He has
completed a tour of duty in
Vietnam.
AF CAPT. LESLIE R. SNYDER, '60, is an occupational
therapist at the Regional Hospital at Sheppard AFB, Texas.
He has earned a distinctive
service ribbon as a member
of a unit that has earned the
USAF Outstanding Unit Award.
AF CAPT. (CHAPLAIN) DON
E. MOLLER, '60, who served
at Tuy Hoa AB, Vietnam, is
now stationed at Hill AFB,
Utah.
AF CAPT. RODERICK W.
CRAWFORD, '62, has completed 100 combat missions in
Southeast Asia. He flew the
B-52 Stratofortress heavy
bomber from U-Tapao Airfield,
Thailand.
AF CAPT. DARRELL A.
MORROW, '62, has been
awarded an MBA degree at
the University of Missouri, and
is now assigned at Whiteman
AFB, Mo., as a missile combat
crew commander with SAC.
AF CAPT. DAVID L. THORNE,
'63, is on duty at Korat Royal
Thai AFB, Thailand, as chief
of maintenance for the 1998th
Communications Squadron.
AF CAPT, DAVID L. THORNE,
'63, is attending the Air University's Squadron Officer School
at Maxwell AFB, Ala.
AF CAPT. JAMES M. McCLINTIC, '65, is permanently
assigned at Dover AFB, Del., as
a C-133 Cargo Master Pilot. He
completed Vietnam duty and
holds two awards of the Distinguished Flying Cross and five
awards of the Air Medal.
AF CAPT. JAMES R.
SLOANE, '65, a student of
Turkish at the Defense Language Institute, Presideo at
Monterey, Calif., has been
awarded a First Oak Leaf Cluster to the AF Commendation

Medal.
LTC JACK L. CASSELBERRY,
'66, recently assumed the
duties of director, Directorate
of Communications-Electronics,
US Army Infantry Center, Ft.
Benning, Ga.
AF MAJ. JAMES H. DeVIEK,
has been decorated with
his second award of the AF
Commendation Medal at Goose
AB, Labrador.
AF SGT. MARTIN R. CARR,
who served at Cam Ranh
Bay AB, Vietnam, is stationed
at Travis AFB, Calif.
AF 1ST. LT. ROBERT L.
ROARK, '67, who served at
Takhli Royal Thai AFB, Thailand, is stationed at McConnell
AFB, Kan.
AF LT. DONALD M. MOULTON, '68, is assistant administrator for Medical Materiel
Services at the 3650 USAF
Regional Hospital, at Columbus AFB, Miss.
AF 1ST. LT. DOUGLAS J.
SMITH, '68, flying an EC-47
tactical electronic warfare aircraft in Vietnam, assisted in
rescue mission of an Army
reconnaissance patrol in Vietnam. He is assigned to Phu
Cat AB.
AF 2ND LT. CALE F. RED,
won silver wings at Mather
AFB and is serving at Dyess
AFB, Texas.
AF 2ND LT. ROBERT M.
DAVENPORT, '69, earned silver
wings at Williams AFB, Ariz.,
and now is assigned to Griffiss AFB, New York.
AF 2ND LT. TIMOTHY 0.
MOEN '69, won silver wings at
Randolph AFB and is assigned
to Pease AFB, N.M.
AF 2ND LT. CHARLES G.
MASONIC, '69, has graduated
from the weapons controller
course at Tyndall AFB, Fla.
AIRMAN FRANK P. COEN,
has graduated from a
course for communications specialists and is assigned to
McChord AFB, Wash.
AF 2ND LT. LARRY S. BARLOW, '70, is assigned to duty
at Scott AFB, III., with a unit
of the Military Airlift Command.
FIRST UPS GRAD AT THE
SOUTH POLE-LIEUTENANT
RUSSELL J. McCURDY (Class
of 1966) of Mercer Island,
Wash., stands at the geographical South Pole on a recent
trip to Antarctica. Lt. McCurdy
is the Public Affairs Officer for
DEEP FREEZE, the Navy's logistical support of scientific
research in Antarctica. He was
at the Pole escorting a group
of U.S. new visitors, including
the second newswoman to visit
the Antarctic, Mrs. Cynthia
Riggs Stoertz. Mrs. Stoertz is
the Managing Editor of Marine

Technology Society Journal,
Washington D.C.
Lt. McCurdy was commissioned in the Navy in 1966
and has served as public affairs
officer aboard the aircraft carrier USS CORAL SEA; at Naval
Station, Rota, Spain; and with
Commander, Fleet Air, Alameda, Calif. where he was also
the Admiral's Aide,

Marriages
LESLIE ANN MORGAN '70 to
Frank Alden Blethen Jr.; KRISTEN EICHENHOFER '71 to
Stephen Mark Kirch; LINDA
FLORENCE GOWDY '68 to
John Wallace Ward Jr.; Marilyn
N. Wallen to DENNIS JOE
ALONG! '70; Kristine Esther
Hankins to MICHAEL RAY
HANBERG '70; VIVIENNE ENA
BLUNK '70 to DAVID S. LICHTENWALTER '69; LINDA JANE
CAMERON '70 to Richard Paul
Matthews; NANCY LOUISE
FLEENOR '70 to ROBERT
THOMAS HUNT '70.
DONNA JANE CUSHNIE '70
to R. Bruce Moore; Janet
Louise Cobb to RENARD RENEE ROUSE '70: NANCY DOOLITTLE '70 to DAVID LINDSTROM '69; MARY ALGEO '63
to Carmine Tatta; Leilani J.
Nunn to DONALD RAY JOHNSON '69; Carol Elise Rosenfeld
to DAVID SCOTT BAKER '68;
Ann Craig Robertson to STEPHEN ROGER CRANE '66; DORINE M. DAVIS '70 to JONATHAN KARL ENZ '68.
BARBARA LYNN CANNELLA
'65 to ROGER LEE STROUD
'67; CATHERINE ANN ZITTEL
'66 to Michael Joseph Marrone;
KAREN ELSA HERMSTED '70
to RICHARD CLYDE TAYLOR
'69; VIRGINIA JOHNSON '57 to
to Alva R. Bassett; CATHER-

INE E. HENDERSON '70 to
John M. Berwind; SUSAN LEE
CURRAN '61; to Frederic V.
Eichner; MAXINE FRANCES
TURNER '66 to William David
Gruver; SONDRA JEAN EINFELDT '59 to Vernon Harmelink; MARSHA ELLEN NELSON
'69 to Richard Stephen KIumpar; KATHERINE JOYCE PORTER '70 to Frederick W. Sitts;
LAUREL ELAINE MACK '68 to
JAMES J. CROSETTO '68.
PATRICIA GALLAHER '69 to
Robert W. Pruitt; NANCY R.
JOHNSON '69 to PATRICK
ALLEN THOME '69; LORRAINE
EGAN '68; to David W. Wiggen;
DIANE LA PORE '70 to BRYAN
D. CAVE '70; MARILYN MURNEN '70 to Larry T. Tittman;
Linda Lee Llewellyn to ROGER
A. NACE '65; CAROL JEAN
BROWER '71 to WILLIAM D.
WILSON '69; KATHLEEN ANN
MULLEN '70 to Michael E.
Stork; ANN 000LEY OSBORNE '70 to KENNETH LEE
WHITE '67; BAYANNE L. HERRICK '70 to James N. Hauhart;
Cheryl Christine Miller to THE
REV. WAYNE S. MARTIN '66;
Sharon Templeton to ROGER
WILSON '65; JUDITH JEANETTE RAGAR '68 to Frederick
W. Karig; DONI JORGENE
STRAUB '70 to WILLIAM R.
FARNELL '69.
Mary Jane Roberts to TOMMY G. BROWN '67; KATHLEEN DELL BENEDICT '71 to
Bruce David Spong; NORMANDIE HOLT '68 to JOHN
S. CALLAHAN '68; CAROL
BLESSING '64 to Joel Stuart;
DIANE ELIZABETH PHILLIPS
'69 to David Perkins; LEAR
KAE EDWARDS '71 to Neil
Alongi; ELIZABETH M. POWELL '65 to Michael Charles
Redon; Bernadette E. Bowen
to WALTER LEO FINKLEIN
'68; Marsha Lee Sieg to CURTIS NEAL ERICKSON '68;
CHRISTINE DIANE EARNEST
'69 to Karl J. Anderson.
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SAMMIE LEA WARREN '70
to Thomas Becker; CYNTHIA
JEAN SHERROW '70 to Edwin
M. Wallace; NANCY R. COOPER '69 to JAMES L. ROWN
'69; ANDRA DEKSHENIEKS '64
to Robert Webb Gannett; Anne
Marie Hovland to JAMES
WOODWARD SMITH '70; Lillian Kay Kowalik to RICHARD
FRANK NIMICK '67; Marline A.
Brand to GLEN EDWIN SPIETH
'63; Sarah Mills to CLAY
LOGES '68.
Anita Jacob to GEORGE
PHILIP '68; JANIS MAC KENZIE '69 to Tim Muse; PATRICIA COLLINS '69 to Paul
Dempsey; Paige Andersen to
ALAN BRUCE WINTERHOUSE
'69; Cathy Jean Fouts to GARY
WAYNE EMMONS '68; SANDRA JEAN RIDDICK '68 to
Michael Andrew Noreen; CAROLYN RUTH OWENS '64 to
GREGORY STADTER '64 Kathleen Marie Taylor to LAWRENCE R. EDLUND '64; FRANCES ELIZABETH BAXTER '70
to RICHARD DALE SCHROEDEL; Patricia Anne Ruling to
VERLIN L. FRICKEL '64.
Our apologies to the below:
MARGARET H. PORTER '69
is married to WILLIS L. SAVAGE '67 instead of Michael P.
Stewart as listed in Winter 1970
Alumnus. MICHAEL P. STEWART '69 is married to JEAN
E. HAND '69.

Deaths
Mrs. Inez (Denny) Brandt '14;
Fremont G. Burrows Sr. '21;
Retired Justice W. J. Millard
'34; Theodore Edward Dunlap
'18; Lucien F. McConihe Jr.
'20; Mrs. Percy (Anne Sullivan)
Morton '21; Mrs. Frances Blair
Langton '25; Dr. James W.

Gourley '23; Mrs. Ella G.
(Baker) Willard '18; Harland D.
Allington '22.
Mrs. George P. (Ruth Hallin)
Wahlquist '18; Dr. Trevor Kincaid '38; The Rev. Robert L.
LaMotte '32; Mrs. (Ellen Osborn) Diven '31; Miss Anne M.
Hoverson '31; Edward J. Burrough '32; Mrs. Archer (Anna
Loeffler) Dellplain '37; Mrs.
Lawrence R. (Laetitia Lawrence) Ragan '38; Peter E.
Leonard '35; Earle E. Decker
Sp.; Olaf H. Emblem '41.
William M. Gebbers '50; Paul
Thomas Voegeli '50; Verne
Wilbur Smith '51; Gordon S.
Pollack '54; Mrs. Mary Louise
(Young) Danks '59; Mrs. Carol
Lee (Millenaar) Engell '69; Miss
Arden Bouglas '60; Susan E.
Blessing '68; Capt. Don Scott
Macomber AF Retired '66; William McPherson Young '22.
MRS. MYRTLE MISNER
CLAUSSEN, 94, a Washington
pioneer and the first woman
graduate of the University of
Puget Sound, died Jan. 24 at
Frank Tobey Jones Home, Tacoma.
Mrs. Claussen was born in
Evanston, Ill., and moved with
her parents to Washington when
it still was a territory. She attended Annie Wright Seminary
and was graduated from UPS
in 1896.
Her husband was Bernard
Claussen, a prominent merchant in Tacoma.
She was a member of The
First Church of Christ, Scientist in Boston, Mass.; the Steilacoom Book Club and the
alumni associations of AWS
and UPS.
Survivors are a grandson,
David Craig, of Auburn, Wash.,
a nephew, William Pertrude,
of Tacoma, and two greatgrandchildren. Cremation followed memorial services held
at Mountain View Funeral
Home.
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Address correction requested

Top left: reviewing locations of alums
around the world were G. John Gruen,
'66, Elizabcth Libby' (krown) Abel, Hi,
F1obrt Lyon, '46, and David Manger,
'65. All were newly elected tu the
AlumnI Board. Absent was Hal Wull, Jr.,
also elected to serve a three-year term.
'rop rllit; liililiylit

ci Ilir Ai'nnl Au ini.
ni Officers Meeting at the home of UPS
President and Mrs. R. Franklin Thompson
was the iIls[alldtiuil ul new officers. Jack
Knapp, 49, was elected association president following a one-year term as vicepresident. Left is Dick Chiarovano, '51,
vIce-president; Knapp; new Alumni Representative to the Board of Trustees,
Charles L. Swanson, "12, and troasurr,
Helen Carison Perdue, '34.
fli-itfam Ift: glaming plaques with gold
gavels were presented to six past presidents of the Alumni Association—(Left
to right) Dr. Lon Hoover, Chuck Zittel,
Jerry Hulscher, Robert Hunt, Jr., Jack
Fahuilich and tn flnn Jap.ninkp, whn tnolc
these pictures.

